
Radon Testing



What is Radon?
� Radon is a gas 
� Naturally occurring 
� Cannot be seen nor smelled 
� Primarily comes from 

underlying geology 
� Prolonged exposure increases 

potential for lung cancer
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Radon Can Be  
Elevated in:

�New homes 
�Old homes 
�Leaky homes 
�Homes without basements 
�Apartment buildings 
�Schools 
�Offices

Unless you live on a houseboat 
or in a tree house, your home 

can have elevated levels of 
radon!

Low Radon Potential Homes













Testing at Time of Sale
�Purpose:  Determine Radon Potential 

� Test property rather than how a person lives in home 
� Quick screening determination 

�Approach:  Closed House Conditions 
� Test in lowest potentially occupiable portion where 

radon is likely to be the highest 
� All exterior doors and windows closed  
� Minimum 2 day test

If radon is less than 4 pCi/L in lower level, one can say with  
reasonable confidence that upper floors are also less than 4 pCi/L  
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Test Location Depends on Purpose
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CERTI©Choose 1 “Yes” Location

� Choose occupiable 
room 

� Keep away from 
drafts and moisture



Closed House Conditions  
For All Short-Term Tests

�All exterior doors and windows closed, 
except for normal entry and exit. 

� Internal-external air exchange systems 
off 
�Total internal recycle is allowed 
�Combustion or make-up air must not 

be closed 
�Permanent radon mitigation systems 

remain on
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What Test Results Mean

�There is no “safe” level of radon exposure. 
�4 picoCuries per liter is the “action level.” 
�All radon problems can be fixed - levels can be 

reduced to between 2 - 4 picoCuries per liter. 
�Short-Term test results can be quite variable.
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